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Trillium Creek Primary School, named for the headwaters of a creek that begins within its schoolyard, is a new 
school in the West Linn-Wilsonville School District. Built to serve 500 students, this school embraces multiple 
elements of sustainable design and presents unique features that support student learning. A strong sense of 
community drove the use of interior glazing and the “see-through” design of the building. Visual connections 
between teachers and students reinforce the public nature of the work of teaching and learning and invite 
collaboration and teaming.  Splashes of bright colors throughout the interior spaces stem from students voicing 
desires to have vibrant learning spaces. Similarly, the slide that connects students from the second to fi rst fl oor 
balances students’ request to have alternative and stimulating components of the building with opportunities to 
build skills around collaboration, mindfulness and respectful use of space.  

Wood fi nishes in the library and throughout the school bring components of the surrounding forested 
environment into the building, while the natural colors of the exterior blend the built environment back into its 
natural setting. Direct access to the forest, wetland and creek ecosystems of the schoolyard support the work 
that teachers and students do with place-based education and providing meaningful fi eld experiences, inquiry 
projects and service learning for students. 

As a building that models environmental restoration, energy effi ciencies, responsible and effective water 
conservation and management, Trillium Creek provides learning opportunities for students, teachers and 
visitors about sustainability and their impacts on the world around them to promote a better understanding of 
stewardship and being an agent of change.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Area: 68,000 SF
Students: 500
Floors: 2 
Date Occupied: September 2012
Construction Budget: $16,554,000 
Construction Cost (fi nal): $15,850,468

The West Linn-Wilsonville School District passed a $98M capital bond in November 2008 with widespread 
voter support from the community. Based on enrollment fi gures during the 2005-2007 school years, the Long 
Range Planning Committee, comprised of multiple stakeholders within the community, revealed that there was 
overcrowding in several of the primary schools across the District. As such, the bond program featured the 
design, construction and opening of two new primary schools to meet the needs of two growing communities 
and balance enrollment at the primary level across the District. 

Trillium Creek Primary School, one of these new schools, was constructed in the existing Hidden Springs 
neighborhood of West Linn. Trillium Creek is designed to serve 500 students with a gross square footage of 
68,000 SF. The school sits on a 16-acre site that contains diverse natural elements including a wetland, forest 
and creek. Balancing the natural features of the site with the program requirements was an important piece of 
the planning and visioning stages.

SCOPE OF WORK

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

PROCESS
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The West Linn-Wilsonville School District has an active and engaged 
community who were passionate about being involved in the design 
process for Trillium Creek. The strong leadership of the District offi ce was 
also a tremendous asset when beginning the process. The Long Range 
Planning Committee, District administrators, teachers and staff shared a 
passion and high expectations for education and student learning in the 
District that shaped the design of Trillium Creek from the beginning with 
purpose and intentionality. 

IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS

▲Bioswale

▲Story wall - critical questions and imagineering
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▲Design committee tours

The design team took an integrative approach to the site and landscape 
design, allowing for signifi cant collaboration and connection between 
all project stakeholders. Community members, parents, teachers, staff, 
administrators and students were able to work with the professional 
design team to identify project goals, guiding principles and lessons 
learned from existing primary schools and previous bond programs. This 
design committee was guided by the District’s vision themes and mission 
statement to ensure that there were strong connections between the 
culture of the District and this new school.

Starting in 2009, the design committee met regularly throughout 
the schematic design process. Meetings, workshops and site visits 
helped to identify opportunities and constraints for the built and natural 
environments and future learning opportunities for students. Virtual 
and local tours of innovative educational spaces throughout the region 
and world prompted discussions about possible building features that 
supported the District vision and approach to teaching and learning. 
During these planning times, District leadership had the courage to 
listen to student voices to truly inform the design of the building 
to honor their visions and perspectives about what learning 
meant to them and how to best support it in a school and schoolyard. 
Valuing the student voice in the design for the learning spaces emerged 
throughout initial design conversations and became a foundational 
principle throughout the process. 

Students and the design committee completed design charrettes 
where primary themes materialized around nature play, open spaces, 
bright colors, energy conservation, personal space, connections to 
the outdoors and students wanting to be the captains of their own 
learning. This notion, introduced by a fi fth grader involved in one of the 
charrettes, continued to inspire the designers throughout the design, 
construction and opening of Trillium Creek. Embracing the concept of 
student ownership of learning spaces pushed traditional thinking about 
Instructional spaces and allowed the design team to incorporate small, 
private learning places throughout the building.

“How do we create learning 
communities for the greatest thinkers 
and most thoughtful people... for the 
world?”

-West Linn-Wilsonville School District 
Mission Question
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The following design themes emerged from these conversations, 
charrettes and the schematic design: 

• Conservation and celebration of water
• Sustainability 
• Student centered learning spaces
• Bright colors
• Natural fi nishes and materials 
• Multidimensional library
• Transparency
• Natural light
• Collaboration and community
• Connections to nature

Inspired by these design themes, the designers worked with the design 
committee to further explore the confi guration of the classrooms and 
learning neighborhoods. Intensive design workshops with 4th and 5th 
grader students focused on their ideal learning spaces based on their 
understanding of their own learning styles. The designers then worked 
with these ideas to study multiple arrangements of the learning areas 
and discussed the pros and cons with the teachers, parents and 
administrators.

▲Learning style exercise - 5th grade student
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Review of learning neighborhood confi gurations  ▲
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There were numerous physical challenges presented by the natural 
features of the chosen school site. Purchased in the early 1990s from 
a family who historically used the property for orchards and small-scale 
agriculture, the District always intended to construct a new primary 
school on the site when the City’s growth demanded it. The site includes 
a signifi cant Douglas Fir grove, forested wetland and the headwaters of 
Trillium Creek, a tributary of the Willamette River. Conversations during 
the design process reiterated the importance of preserving and 
protecting the natural environment and site’s unique features. 
There was a consistent desire to restore the wetland, creek and existing 
Douglas Fir tree grove, which had been overrun with invasive vegetation 
over the years, as a model of environmental stewardship. Using the 
site as an outdoor learning environment to integrate nature play, place-
based education around diverse ecosystems and effective stormwater 
management was critical for teachers and administrators considering the 
unique student learning opportunities the site presented.

TURNING SITE CHALLENGES INTO
UNIQUE STUDENT LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

▲Regional context ▲Community context

“This schoolyard and site presents 
tremendous opportunities to engage 
students in meaningful and effective 
place-based education. If we, as 
educators, are to truly give students 
the tools to understand and address 
the changing environment around 
them, we need to fi rst begin with an 
appreciation of their place. It is rare 
that an elementary school has such an 
opportunity to immerse its students in 
diverse habitats and ecosystems just 
by opening the back door.”

-Nell Achtmeyer, District Sustainability 
Coordinator and Environmental Educator  
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The design team conducted an in-depth site analysis to determine the 
most effi cient and lowest impact approach to accommodate the unique 
site conditions. Crossing the creek and wetland at the narrowest portion 
reduced overall impact, while also allowing the design team to meet 
the site programming. Students are able to understand the process of 
wetland mitigation and restoration as a result of the construction and 
placement of the school as a unique learning opportunity and connection 
to real world planning efforts.

“The teachers and administrators have 
a unique opportunity to collaborate 
together and offer a model of place-
based education for not only the other 
schools in the District, but also the 
region.”

-Nell Achtmeyer, District Sustainability 
Coordinator and Environmental Educator  
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A CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE AND LEADERSHIP

The District had strong assets at the onset of the planning and visioning 
stages given their culture of educational excellence and leadership. 
District support and vision around sustainability and the District mission 
question created strong expectations for the impact Trillium Creek 
could have on learning communities across the District. The value of 
this process and project was important to the community at large who 
viewed the design, construction and opening of this new school as 
a recommitment to the importance of schools and education, values 
embedded in the community’s culture.

“I, for one, am very proud to be part 
of the community that made these 
schools possible.”

-Dr. Roger Woehl, Former West Linn-
Wilsonville School District Superintendent
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▲Student idea poster

▲Student concept plan

▲Architect’s interpretation of student concepts

▲Architect’s interpretation of student concepts
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The design committee valued the importance of the student voice in 
the design of the school. Considering students’ desire for open spaces, 
bright colors and natural wood and materials informed the fi nal design 
for the learning environments. Balancing these designs with the District’s 
curriculum and instructional practices was important to meet the program 
needs described by teachers and administrators. Creating opportunities 
for collaboration, small group work and learning, and fl exible learning 
spaces to accommodate a variety of activities and learning styles was 
critical to the success of the design. 

“I want to be the captain of my own 
learning.”

-5th Grade Student During Design 
Charrette

▲Student idea posters
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The learning neighborhoods consist of porches that open to clusters 
of either four or fi ve classroom spaces. These porches are fl exible in 
nature, allowing students and teachers to utilize the colorful, carpeted 
environment for a variety of large or small group activities. Students and 
teachers can transform these spaces with mobile casework and furniture 
whether they are using them for eating lunch, conducting small group 
meetings, presenting student work or accommodating independent 
student learning. 

Classrooms are also designed to give students and teachers the ability 
to shape their own learning environments with mobile furniture and 
limited built-in casework. The “Fat L-Shape” design of the classroom 
provides opportunity to separate the variety of classroom activities 
without permanent barriers. Each classroom in the school also 
features an “oriel” that extends from the building and presents an 
independent learning place for students, giving the feeling that 
they are suspended in the outdoor environment. Children can also 
easily identify their classroom from all around the site from the oriel’s bright 
colored tiles that also blends back into the classroom to further blur the 
lines between interior and exterior spaces.

LEARNING NEIGHBORHOODS

▲Classroom confi guration studies
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The multidimentional library is designed to be the living room of the school 
and the center of research and inquiry. The open fl oor plan provides 
inherent fl exibility for student and teacher use and offers a variety of 
learning environments. The “tree house” perched on the second fl oor 
allows students to meet in small groups or have a quiet space for 
independent learning. Its natural wood fi nish and bright colored features 
are beacons of the student-centered design of the building. Students 
can return from the second to the fi rst fl oor of the library via an enclosed 
slide. The addition of the slide in this central and prominent space truly 
represents the great extent to which the design team went to create a 
place for kids to experience fun and excitement in their school day.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL LIBRARY AND INQUIRY

“It’s not all about the slide. If it was all 
about the slide, then people visiting 
would think all we do is play and 
miss the learning happening in the 
classrooms. The slide is important and 
fun, but it’s more than the slide.”

-4th Grade Student
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SUSTAINABLE FEATURES

Students and teachers are invited to interact with the building and its 
sustainable features through three primary educational tools integrated 
into the design of the building. LED energy meters, installed at the entry 
of the four learning neighborhoods to the north of the building, provide 
information about the building’s daily electricity, natural gas and water 
consumption and the production from an on-site PV array and wind 
turbine. Green indicator lights in the classrooms inform students and 
teachers when opening or closing windows and shades in the classroom 
is more optimal for energy conservation. Plaques and signage within the 
building provide cues and draw attention to these features, connecting to 
the larger green building education curriculum integrated into grade level 
studies.

▲Runnels - celebrating water▲Natural gas LED energy meter
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THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND COLLABORATION

The administration, wellness and kindergarten wings are elevated four feet 
and allow for a visual connection through the library to the natural settings 
outside. The transparency in the building intentionally supports teaming 
and collaboration between teachers, students and staff who are invited to 
come together as a community. These windows and glass promote the 
public nature of the work of teaching and learning, inviting the community 
to actively participate. The natural wood fi nishes and direct connections 
to nature blur the lines between the built and natural environments 
and facilitate the learning opportunities for students within the unique 
schoolyard. Stairs from the second fl oor connect the upper learning 
neighborhoods directly to the forest and path to the creek and wetland. 
Exterior doors from the lower neighborhoods provide direct connections 
for fi rst fl oor classrooms to the schoolyard as well. Two outdoor learning 
classrooms on the second fl oor provide examples of green roof succulent 
plantings, while also providing raised beds for student driven plantings 
and experiments that extend classroom learning outside.

▲Green roof

“The fun things kind of inspire you 
and the cool things and great teachers 
make us want to come to school.”

-2nd Grade Student
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LEARNING AND TEACHING

The educational environment supports a variety of learning and teaching 
styles with its fl exible spaces and student owned learning places. Mobile 
furniture is placed throughout the building so students and teachers can 
shape the spaces to support a variety of activities and learning styles. In 
addition to the classroom oriels, small nooks and cubbies are dispersed 
throughout the school to support small, independent learning. Designated 
private study spaces accommodate the school’s diverse student 
population and help individualize their learning by providing a variety of 
environments to meet their needs.

“They might look at the library and 
think it’s a playground, but it’s more 
than that. I know I can take my math 
book into one of the cubbies and feel 
great about learning.”

-2nd Grade Student



PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT
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FOREST, WATER, WETLANDS AND STEWARDSHIP

Considering the primary design themes of sustainability, connections to 
nature and protecting the natural environment, the design team ensured 
that it maintained a strong connection between the students and the 
schoolyard. As such, the circulation and parking is located to the south 
and west of the school. Nestling the building to be directly adjacent to the 
forest allowed for direct connections between learning spaces and the 
dominant site features of the physical environment. In addition, learning 
gardens to the west of the school and roof top gardens on the building’s 
second fl oor also provide spaces for students to connect their learning to 
the physical environments around them. 

The site design embraces the theme of water. As an important regional 
priority, the stewardship and conservation of water are important design 
themes. The integrated stormwater system is intended to provide a 
learning opportunity for students and an educational tool that helps to 
tell the story of how the water is drained on the site. Passive drainage 
through runnels, water channels, gutters, and trench drains allows 
students to follow the water that fl ows off of the school’s roofs or 
impervious surfaces along its course back to the creek.

▲Headwaters of Trillium Creek Goats clearing invasive species ▲
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▲Vertical runnels to cistern

The design of this system is intentional and steers away from typical 
catch basin systems that conceal this educational process. Following 
its exposure through runnels and bioswales adjacent to the building, 
rainwater is harvested, stored in an underground cistern and used inside 
the building to fl ush toilets. Signs on the interior spaces of the building 
tell this story and connect these building systems to the educational 
learning opportunities the building facilitates. Students can make deeper 
connections between the building’s water consumption by comparing 
the LED energy meters on the inside of the building with the exterior 
cistern rain gage that displays how full the cistern is following precipitation 
events. The responsible management of stormwater is an important 
piece of the place-based education curriculum that connects students 
to their schoolyard and the health of Trillium Creek that fl ows through the 
on-site wetland. This stewardship is important within the context of the 
educational programs, but also the larger context of the community which 
values restoration in the City’s natural spaces and within the Trillium Creek 
watershed. 

▲Rainwater cistern gauge
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Built within an established neighborhood on a site historically used for 
open space prior to construction of the school, the site design highlights 
these natural features and provides walking paths and connections for 
the community to use the site for exploring the forest and wetland. The 
school welcomes walkers and bikers from the surrounding neighborhood 
with pathways that wind through the forest and wetland to immerse 
students, teachers and the community in the natural landscape.
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▲Trillium Creek site plan
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CONSERVATION AND
ON-SITE RENEWABLE TECHNOLOGIES

Intentional and subtle design features contribute to the building’s 
operational effi ciencies and sustainable features. The building’s 
orientation, on an east-west axis, increases the potential for daylighting 
strategies and captures solar heat during the winter months, while 
reducing excess heat gain in the summer. The light color of the roof, 
constructed with a light, single ply membrane, minimizes the heat 
island effect, a condition that occurs when dark, non-refl ective surfaces 
trap surface temperatures in urban areas. In addition, effi cient heating, 
ventilation and cooling (HVAC) equipment installed on the roof and interior 
spaces exceed energy performance requirements as part of the school’s 
quest to become LEED® certifi ed gold. 

Students, teachers and visitors to the site are presented with examples of 
energy conservation and on-site production that are integrated subtly into 
the building design.  Ultra-effi cient water fi xtures and waterless urinals, 
coupled with the use of rainwater as the primary fl ushing source, minimize 
the amount of water used onsite.  Daylighting and natural ventilation in 
the classrooms and common areas enrich productive learning spaces.  
Native plants that compliment the existing site conditions and help to 
enhance the wetland features that dominate the landscape are constant 
reminders of the importance of the site context.

▲Interpretive signage in learning neighborhood
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A photovoltaic array on the covered walk that leads to the bus loading 
zone and student entry generates electricity. That, coupled with the 
vertical wind turbine adjacent to the learning garden, demonstrates 
renewable energy technologies. 

The library’s multi-level design and high windows in the building monitor 
captures daylight throughout the year and reduces the need for artifi cial 
light. Motorized windows in the library and wellness commons open and 
close automatically based on outside air temperatures and optimal energy 
effi ciencies. Similarly, lighting fi xtures throughout the building that are 
adjacent to exterior glazing have sensors that automatically dim the lights 
to capitalize on natural light while maintaining occupancy comfort and 
reduce overall energy consumption. The building’s effi cient HVAC system 
is tracked through a central direct digital control (DDC) system that allows 
for constant monitoring to maintain effi ciencies.

▲Operable window
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LEARNING COMMUNITIES FOR THE WORLD
The District mission question states: How do we create learning 
communities for the greatest thinkers and most thoughtful people… 
for the world? Designing a building that would continue to inspire its 
learners was critical to the success of the project. This notion pushed 
the designers to provide connections for students and ways to interact 
with the building and schoolyard to better understand their impact on the 
world around them. Modeling sustainability through intentional site design, 
native plantings and restoration, water conservation and management, 
and connections to the natural world inspires place-based education 
curricula that teaches students about the world around them and their 
role as environmental stewards. 

A concept that emerged from the District and its educational 
programming informed the fi nal stages of opening the school. As 
opposed to thinking of the school as fi nished on the fi rst day of school, 
the District adopted the thinking that when the building opened it would 
be 98% complete, leaving the fi nal 2% for the students to fi nish with the 
display of student work and learning that inspires and motivates peers 
and students to make learning visible. That design principle inspired the 
installation of boards and reusable frames along the staircases and in the 
learning neighborhoods to facilitate this dynamic display of student work. 

Upon completion, Trillium Creek will apply for LEED® certifi cation. 
The community identifi ed this as an important goal early in the design 
process as a way to recognize the work of the designers, contractors 
and educators to successfully build an energy effi cient, environmentally 
conscious and unique learning space that continues to educate students 
about sustainability. The community saw that achieving this benchmark 
would motivate and inspire the District and the community at large to 
continue to embrace these green building strategies, technologies and 
education through the common language of the LEED rating system. 

“I am going to have to take some time 
this summer to think hard about how I 
can improve my craft of teaching.
This building requires teaching that is 
worthy of this inspiring environment.”

-4th Grade Teacher Following Initial Tour 
of The Building and Site

▲Classroom oriel

RESULTS OF
PROCESS AND

PROJECT
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Trillium Creek successfully achieves the educational goals and objectives 
described by the District during the planning and visioning stages. 
Students are presented with fl exible spaces that allow students and 
teachers to cater the space to meet the needs of diverse learning styles 
and activities. Student voices are valued in the spaces that champion 
student work and the display of learning. Connections to the natural 
environment provide unique outdoor learning spaces that foster and 
supports curricula around environmental stewardship, restoration and 
place-based learning. These opportunities allow students to continue to 
tell the story of their school and its natural features.

Trillium Creek also achieves larger District goals and themes. Connecting 
to the notions of learning communities for the world, students at Trillium 
Creek can connect to other students around the world through integrated 
technologies that support global communities and embracing world 
languages. The District saw a great opportunity when opening Trillium 
Creek to revitalizing the teaching and learning across the primary level. 

“You took our words and turned them 
into reality. These two schools and the 
process that supported their design 
and construction are unique and 
unprecedented. We have set a new 
standard for excellence.”

-Jane Stickney. West Linn-Wilsonville 
Deputy Superintendent
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The design and support of educational programming at Trillium Creek 
informed a rededication to supporting inquiry, science education, a sense 
of wonder and place-based education across the District. The themes 
and design principles that emerged and are refl ected in Trillium Creek’s 
fi nished building challenged District administrators, teachers and staff 
to re-think about learning, collaboration, sustainability and health and 
wellness across the District.

As a neighborhood school, the existing community that envelops 
Trillium Creek’s site embraces the building and schoolyard that provide 
opportunities for community involvement and shared spaces, protected 
natural spaces and a culture that promotes exploration and wonder. 
The community’s primary goal to balance enrollment at the primary level 
across the District was met by the building capacity of the school. More 
than that, however, their goals around sustainability and community 
partnerships are realized in the demonstration of sustainable building 
strategies and features and fl exible spaces for shared community use in 
the building and schoolyard.

The design of Trillium Creek and the learning opportunities created by the 
school and schoolyard empower students to be agents of change. The 
global perspective and emphasis on collaboration and critical thinking of 
the District’s mission is at core of the design and successful opening of 
Trillium Creek Primary School. The intersection of green building design 
and Education for Sustainability is evident in this story and continues 
to be told through the work that teachers and specialists are doing to 
submerse students in this learning. As a K-12 educational community, 
the need to create an environment that promotes a global perspective 
and understanding of a student’s place in the world is important in giving 
students the tools to understand the changing world around them. 
Sustainable development, societies and the complex global environment 
are critical notions that students need to understand as citizens of the 
world and this building and schoolyard helps to successfully facilitate that 
culture for its learning communities.
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STUDENT ENRICHMENT
Trillium Creek opened its doors for the 2012-2013 school year. Prior to 
the start of school, teachers, administrators and staff worked with the 
building architects to better understand the intention of the design and 
important features. Trillium Creek teachers were given planning time 
before the summer to think about how the features of the school could 
inform and improve their teaching and classroom planning. The design 
team and District saw great benefi t of giving teachers these opportunities 
to truly inform the culture of the school that would solidify in the fi rst year 
of operation with these important design principles and themes. 

Seeing the value that these training sessions provided teachers, the 
District Sustainability Coordinator, a teacher by training, joined architects 
to work with students to continue to tell the story of the school in the fi rst 
few months of the start of school. Every student toured the school with 
this team to learn about the unique and sustainable features and was 
engaged in various age appropriate activities to reinforce that learning. A 
leadership group, comprised primarily of third graders, emerged following 
these initial tours as a cohort interested describing the building’s unique 
and sustainable features from student perspectives. This group met with 
architects and the District Sustainability Coordinator in an after school 
enrichment class to better understand the intricacies of the design and 
be the docents of the building. 
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While their work will continue throughout this fi rst year of operation, to 
date these students have created a video describing various features 
and components of the school they deemed important and unique, 
interviewed other students and teachers about the school and its 
schoolyard, and created an informational poster about invasive plants 
in the schoolyard to promote environmental stewardship. Future plans 
include creating a skit for an all school assembly about the importance 
of protecting the existing wetland and being respectful of the newly 
created wetland mitigation areas and how to better understand student 
impact on the building and world around them. This work is an important 
reminder of the on-going and evolving power of peer teaching and the 
ability students have to shape the culture of a school. This is especially 
apparent within a District that had courage to integrate and value student 
voice throughout the process of opening and embracing a new school 
within the community.


